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Reviewer's report:

Thanks for inviting me to review the statistical and methodological aspects of the submission. This study was a cross-sectional survey about the identification of key attributes of Patient Centered Medical Homes (PCMH) associated with greater patient activation.

Results in abstract: three PCMH domains (organizational access, integration of care, and comprehensive knowledge) found to be significant attributes. Odds ratio and corresponding CI should be reported but only odds ratio of 'comprehensive knowledge' was reported because of having the highest odds ratio among three significant attributes. Furthermore, the abbreviation 'PAM' is defined in earlier part.

Method in text:

Inclusion criteria were 1) patients who were adults, 2) diabetes diagnosed by ICD-9 coding, 3) had at least 2 visits within the past 2 years, and 4) who did not opt out. Regarding the third criteria, the observation period is unclear - the adult patients with diabetes visited the center over certain period should be specified.

Authors gave a power analysis requiring 1301 participants to detect a 5-point difference in domain ratings across the four clinics with 80% power. The estimated sample size was 1301 but the number of observed data without missing was 1253. It reduced the statistical power which may no longer reach 80%. Another concern on the power analysis was the reference of 5-point difference - is that the minimally important difference of PAM score? (Or composite score?) The evidence on the use of 5-point difference, out of theoretical range of 100, is better justified.

What is the distribution of composite scores? Authors defined the domain score of >=4.5 as high perception of domain, while it will be helpful to give the possible option of each survey question, interpret the score and provide reference to a cut-off of 4.5.

In statistical analysis, please give the module used in STATA for ordered logistic random-effect regression analysis, and the method to deal with missing co-variates / socio-demographic variables (missing value for PCMH composite outcome is defined).
Analysis surrounding patients with type 2 diabetes usually accounted for duration of diabetes, treatment modality, and presence of diabetes-related complication in adjusted model. This study neglected those covariates, albeit those may not have impact on PAM. This issue should be addressed in limitation.

Table 2: please provide SD for characteristics in continuous form

Table 3: from the footnote, all regression models were fitted with 1253 participants. Is that correct?

Table 4: remove '(low scores) in the row 'PCMH domains' as 'low scores' is not the reference category of PCMH domains. 'Ptient' is typo
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